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Eyes wide shut
Current consensus around macro trends
and resultant asset allocation decisions, as
observed by Pimco in its Asset Allocation
Outlook in February, and many others,
seems to be an acceptance that the long
golden high noon of 2017 stock valuations
is destined to dim, yet still coloured with
rosy perceptions of a persistently benign
investment environment...

Featured stories from the April 2018 issue of Asia Asset Management
Strength in numbers
Gathering momentum, again
Riding the Asia Pacific growth wave
A switch in sentiment

Latest News
2018 AAM-CAMRI Prize in Asset Management now open for
submissions
| 9 April 2018

Awards & Rankings: First launched in 2015, the annual asset management prize
celebrates excellence in regional applied research

Taiwan’s BLF appoints seven managers for domestic ESG mandate
| 9 April 2018

Pensions: Bureau of Labor Funds will award NT$6 billion to each manager

AAM new product roundup
| 9 April 2018

New Products: A compilation of recent new initiatives and product launches in the
Asia Pacific region

Singapore Exchange appoints Mark Leahy as head of fixed income
| 9 April 2018

Going Places: Mr. Leahy will report to SGX Head of Equity and Fixed Income Chew
Sutat
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